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*Ann droid still hiding out in the UK and being heavily protected by Knights of Malta, 

but never one to miss an opportunity, Ann and the house of lords are trying to takeover 

the UK all designed to keep the Rothschilds in the game. 

 

UK media and propaganda unit now staging a play of how the Rothschilds came to power 

from rags to riches, I hope people block the screening of this bs'ery, everywhere it is 

screened. One giant piss take on the people, Rothschilds are usurpers, they are not royalty 

or bloodline, but a group of incestous parasites, made big on the back of a $20M loan 

from reptillian dragon families group in China back in 1500's. Then stole britain when 

they had advanced warning of who won the war between britain and france in 1815, they 

told govt and stock market that britain lost the war, shares all collapsed and they bought 

them all up and then the real decision came through that britain had won the war and they 

had control of large swathes of assets and then used them to leverage against the country 

and ultimately gain control of it. remember the quote? by mayer amschel rothschilds 

Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws! 

So they hope to achieve a faction power play and take over the UK along with 

international terrorist group Knights of Malta. MI6 also involved in it as well, threatening 

anyone that doesn't support unsanity or have psychopathic tendencies. House of Anu's 

erm lords role in it is playing up to the Chinese elders with plenty of ass kissing, how 

many times due chinese elders have to tell these goons they have no money, no assets and 

no power to run or implement anything. Rothschilds in reality are in big trouble, ya see if 

someone doesnt keep paying their bills, sometimes people will react badly to that 

scenario. 

 

* We have become a carceral state, spending three times more on our prisons than on our 

schools and imprisoning close to a quarter of the world’s prisoners, despite the fact that 

crime is at an all-time low and the U.S. makes up only 5% of the world’s population. 

 

* These civilian employees are being armed to the hilt with guns, ammunition and 

military-style equipment; authorized to make arrests; and trained in military tactics. 

Among the agencies being supplied with night-vision equipment, body armor, hollow-

point bullets, shotguns, drones, assault rifles and LP gas cannons are the Smithsonian, 

U.S. Mint, Health and Human Services, IRS, FDA, Small Business Administration, 

Social Security Administration, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Education Department, Energy Department, Bureau of Engraving and Printing and an 

assortment of public universities. There are now reportedly more bureaucratic (non-

military) government civilians armed with high-tech, deadly weapons than U.S. Marines. 
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*marches in brazil against president, marches in barcelona over catalonia independence, 

marches in chile over sexual harassment and gender discrimination, marches in Israel 

over military draft of orthodox jews, kurdish protestors rally outside US embassy in 

Germany, Chile attacks Argentine embassy over missing detainee 

 

* Vegas sideshow continues as alleged shooters brother arrested for child porn images on 

his computer, whilst hard drive of the shooter is declared missing, funny that did he learn 

that from Clinton group? or Adam Lanza the alleged shooter in Sandy Hook incident 

2012, as his hard drive was missing and computer smashed, all very clandestine agency 

tactics to me 

 

*Police seeking people in UK after violence broke out between feminists and transgender 

women 

 

* Saudi arabia has grated citizenship to a humanoid robot 

 

*Spectral and soul trap technology, CIA in poor light, latest Blacklist also shows 

underhandness of cia  

 

*Israel admits to harvesting organs from dead Palestinians 

 

*The Dalai Lama is voicing his concerns about the “selfish” and “nationalistic” direction 

the U.S. has taken since President Trump took office. America First’ Direction Under 

Trump Sounds ‘Not Very Nice’ 

 

*Halloween is a ritual event where the cabal wish to call in the dark entities and spirits 

and get us to support it. a day of mass human sacrifice by the pagans, derived from the 

Phoenician sacrifices to Moloch, which is the owl in bohemian grove, it is only in the last 

50 or so years it became the multi m/billion industry it is today, scary masks and 

costumes, horror make up, zombies, monsters, witches and craft and devil worshipping, 

is this really what we wish for our children to partake in? and children knocking on doors 

for candy, anywhere else that would be classed as begging would it not? oh its just 

harmless fun, is it really? so calling in the demonics is harmless, trying telling that to the 

children who will be sacrificed on that date, that it's just harmless fun. 

 

*delonge DeLonge explained: “I have brought together an elite team from CIA, DOD and 

the FMR Director of Advanced Programs at Lockheed Martin’s SkunkWorks.  corey and 

jordan sather john de sauza, robert david steele 
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